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4. Why are traditional Aboriginal languages an important aspect of oral traditions? It can be difficult to describe the significance of a specific First Nations oral tradition outside its original language. The English word story does not adequately convey the significance of the stories that are part of a culture's oral tradition. Those responsible for passing on the stories and keeping the oral tradition alive are the Elders. In Blackfoot, they are Omahkitapii, in Cree Kihteyaya, in Den Tha Detjye, and in Nakoda Ishaween.

8. Who are Elders?

10. Other than passing on oral traditions, what role do Elders play in the community? Elders are called upon to conduct and oversee important rituals such as healing ceremonies, spiritual quests, Sweat Lodges, and Sundances. The stories cover Aboriginal experiences of life on mission stations, the rediscovery of Aboriginal roots, and Aboriginal views on international politics. Download Living Aboriginal History of Victoria: Stories in the Oral Tradition by Alick Jackomos.fb2. Guide to Victorian aboriginal collections in the Museum of Victoria by Museum of Victoria. Aboriginal Peoples in Canadian Cities: Transformations and Continuities (In by Heather A. Howard, Craig Proulx. Towards Reconciliation in Aboriginal Health: Initiatives for Teaching Medic by Lisa. RASMUSSEN. A Concise Companion to Aboriginal History.